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Building a Foundation of Training
Community Collaboration to Make Cardiovascular Care Work
David J. Heller
New York, NY, USA
In this issue of Global Heart, Khan et al. [1] present results from a pilot study that trained nonphysician health
workers to provide counseling to treat and prevent
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors in Colombia,
Malaysia, and Canada. This work is sorely needed, and not
just because CVD remains the leading cause of human
morbidity and mortality worldwide [1]. Major CVD risk
factors such as hypertension are now more common, and
more severe, in low- and middle-income countries than in
wealthier ones [2], and increasingly disproportionately
affect the poorest and most vulnerable people [3e5]. In
these settings, qualiﬁed physicians are rare [6], so the best
means for control of CVD and its risk factors are nonphysician health workers (NPHWs) [7]. These providers range
from nurses with years of formal schooling to community
health workers with only on-the-job training [8]. However,
long-standing programs to promote maternal-child health
[9,10] and prevent and treat human immunodeﬁciency virus/acquired immunodeﬁciency syndrome [11], among
other conditions, have proven that all can be as effective as
physicians for the care of acute and chronic conditions,
including even the prescription of medications and other
treatments.
Unfortunately, few studies have evaluated whether these
NPHWs can screen for and manage CVD and other
noncommunicable diseases [7,8,12,13]. Most such trials are
1-site or 1-model pilot studies [14e17] rather than programs
adapted across multiple contexts. Moreover, these trials have
chieﬂy focused on 1 cardiovascular condition, with a few
recent exceptions [18e20]. Khan et al.’s [1] novel contribution is 2-fold: ﬁrst, they have designed a program that is
applied differently across multiple different country and
cultural settings; and actively engaged with experts in these
disparate communities to do so jointly. Second, Khan et al.
[1] have applied this approach to the integrated control of
multiple cardiovascular conditions—including hypertension, obesity, and tobacco and substance abuse—rather than
focusing on only 1 at a time. Previous work shows that CVD
treatment models based on overall cardiovascular risk are
more efﬁcient than this one-at-a-time approach, and led to
integrated 10-year CVD risk assessment models by the
American College of Cardiology [20], the European Society
for Cardiology [21], and the World Health Organization
(WHO) and International Society for Hypertension [22]
among others. However, the use of these protocols in lowand middle-income countries is scant. For example, WHO’s
latest integrated CVD protocol called HEARTS due to its
emphasis on 6 integrated concepts ranging from “Healthy
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Lifestyle” to “Systems for [care] Monitoring” [23] was released
only in 2016, with few applications to date [24]; and trials
using related strategies are still pending [25,26]. Khan et al.
[1] pilot a training around the HEARTS protocol, show the
reader how it can and should be adapted across multiple
country contexts, and demonstrate the community engagement strategies this work requires, a strategy not often used in
cardiovascular disease outcomes research [27].
Khan et al.’s [1] community engagement strategy is
particularly compelling. After identifying elements of the
HEARTS CVD screening, counseling, and treatment package
that are potentially adaptable across cultures (e.g., differing
counselor teaching styles across cultures), they engaged site
coordinators and partner organizations in Colombia and
Malaysia to recruit NPHWs, giving local teachers latitude in
modifying and adapting the CVD curriculum accordingly. In
Canada, Khan et al. [1] engaged ﬁreﬁghters to both provide
and receive CVD training, with considerable latitude in
curriculum design; there, they capitalized on an existing
door-to-door ﬁre safety program to perform home screening
for CVD risk. In all 3 settings, the NPHWs performed well on
2 levels of standardized examination: 93% on a written
module and 85% on an observed clinical examination. This
result suggests that Khan et al. [1] have struck on a useful
balance in deﬁning which elements of HEARTS are relatively
modiﬁable across settings and which (such as blood pressure
measurement) are rigid, and have found an effective model
for how to modify the HEARTS protocol to help students
(less than one-half of whom had any prior health training)
to succeed.
Additionally, although others have trained NPHWs to
engage in speciﬁc elements of the HEARTS protocol—and
found similarly positive results when examining their
progress [14,16], none yet has used NPHWs to apply
HEARTS in full, and prior work has usually involved
doctors and nurses rather than laypeople [18]. A study
using a prior WHO CVD risk algorithm involving age,
blood pressure, body weight, and other risk measures to
identify high-risk patients [14] found that nonphysicians
could perform any of these tests nearly as well as physicians and, in most cases, could provide counseling and
even prescriptions for these conditions with comparable
competency. But this study did not directly assess clinical
competency, whereas Khan et al. [1] used both written and
practical overall examination to demonstrate global NHPW
competency across all 3 sites. Similarly, a more recent
study [16] showed that NPHWs can in fact calculate a
patient’s overall CVD risk—based on an integrated score
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with elements such as age, tobacco use, and blood
pressure—as well as physicians, but did not measure an
NPHW’s ability to act on these scores effectively. By
addressing all these elements of CVD screening, counseling, and treatment, and training NPHWs using a novel
approach (HEARTS) that uses additional guidance on how
to refer, and counsel patients beyond prior WHO models,
Khan et al. [1] have pilot-tested a more comprehensive
training model for integrated CVD care than has previously
been examined.
Despite these innovations, however, this study from
Khan et al. [1] is just the start of a new, urgently needed
research agenda on integrated cardiovascular care from
NPHWs: Khan et al. [1] evaluated human resources for
CVD care, but not materials; also, they examined workers’
pre-intervention knowledge, but not their post-intervention care competency. These factors, too, can make or
break a program’s efﬁcacy. Further work still remains. For
example, research in multiple sites demonstrates that
NPHWs, even when highly trained, may lack the materials—such as essential medications and blood pressure
cuffs—to render care consistently [8,28], or the
information systems to track care [29]. Perhaps more
urgently, even NPHWs who have the knowledge, supplies,
and data systems to provide unsupervised CVD care
encounter regulatory policies that prohibit them from doing so [8,30]. Khan et al. [1] acknowledge these regulatory
barriers, but they were unable to surmount them in any of
the 3 target sites. Further work to both identify and address
these structural barriers to NHPW CVD care—for example,
by furnishing health system “building blocks” such as
strong information technology systems, consistent medication supplies, and supportive governance and
supervision—would build on this important work focused
on strengthening the quality of the NHPW workforce.
Furthermore, even within the domain of health workforce training, Khan et al.’s [1] work constitutes only 1 step in
a complex process, albeit an important one. Although written
and practical examinations are a strong measure of clinical
competency, they do not establish how these nonphysician
practitioners will actually perform in practice. That work
requires structured observations, checklists, and other direct
oversight, to ensure that care occurs consistently. Direct
observation shows that NPHWs can competently provide
select elements of cardiovascular care such as blood pressure
or weight checks [14,16], but has not yet established their
consistency in applying the HEARTS protocol from start to
ﬁnish. Khan et al.’s [1] work and the HOPE (Heart Outcomes
Prevention and Evaluation)-4 trial that created it [26] can
serve as a crucial platform to develop and evaluate this
competency. And even if nonphysicians can render the gamut
of such care—including screening, counseling, and even
supervised treatment with medications—as consistently as
physicians can, their efﬁcacy in achieving crucial health outcomes—for example, preventing new atherosclerotic CVD
events such as stroke or myocardial infarctions—remains to
be established by future studies.
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Nonetheless, Khan et al.’s [1] work is a crucial ﬁrst step in
the direction of integrated cardiovascular care in low- and
middle-income countries. Given that CVD is a leading cause of
death, and its risk factors are on the rise globally, any progress
in leveraging a new health workforce to tackle elements of this
burden is welcome. And the use of culture-speciﬁc models to
train and evaluate these workers serves as a blueprint for other
contexts—demonstrating which elements of CVD protocols
such as HEARTS can be adapted locally, and in what ways.
Future work from the HOPE-4 trial and others would do well
to build on these crucial lessons.
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